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1. INTRODUCTION 
The efficiency of an iterative algorithm is measured mainly by its convergence speed. This is 
typical in the evaluation of root-finding and optimization algorithms. 
Altough convergence speed should characterize the global behaviour of the algorithm, it is 
computed usually for the "worst case", i.e. for the trajectory on which the algorithm exhibits the 
worst behaviour. This may lead to an estimation which is not justified by practical experience. 
Throughout he paper we will use the concepts of R- (root) and Q- (quotient) convergence 
rates and factors as presented in Ortega - Rheinboldt [6]. 
In an earlier paper [5] we demonstrated by means of an example that the optimal gradient 
method for finding the optimum of a twice continuously differentiable function with singular 
Hessian at the optimum may lead to sublinear convergence on certain trajectories. Nevertheless, 
sublinear convergence is not experienced in practice. This can be explained by the effect of 
random numerical errors which are present in any kind of computation. It is shown in [5] that 
for a broad class of error processes the convergence is actually R-linear. 
In this paper we extend our analysis to higher order convergence. 
2. THE AITKEN-STEFFENSEN METHOD 
Suppose that we have an iterative algorithm ¢ in Rn with a matrix A: 
O(x)  = x* + A(x  - ~*) + O([[x - x*H 2) . (2.1) 
Such is, for example, the case with Newton's method for root-finding when the 3acobian is 
singular only at an isolated root (see e.g. Grienwank [3]). 
We may assume without loss of generality that z* = 0. The following secondary iteration 
algorithm @ is defined in Ortega-Rheinboldt [6] Ch. 7.2. as a Steffensen type interpolation 
method: 
• (x) = x - H(x )S - l (x ) [O(x )  - x ] ,  (2.2) 
where, using the notation 0(0(.) for the/-fold iterate of 0(.) , 
H(x) = (¢(x) - x, ¢(2)(x) - ¢ (x ) , . . . ,  <I>(n)(x) - ¢ (n -1 ) (x ) )  , 
S(x) = H(O(x)) - H(x) . 
It is easy to see that @ is formally a direct n-dimensional generalization of the well-known 
one-dimensional convergence acceleration scheme of Aitken. Hence e/will be called the Aitken- 
Steffensen algorithm. 
Denoting by I the identity matrix, we may write 
¢(x) - x = (A  - I )x  + O(llxl12). 
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Therefore 
H(z)  = (A - I )(z, Az , .  .. , A" - l z )  + o(11=11 =), 
s (z )  = (A  - I )2 (x ,Az ,  . . .  ,An -Xz)  + o(11=112). 
Suppose now that det(S(z))  has no roots in some neighbourhood of the origin, except at the 
origin itself, A - I  is non singular and det(x, Ax, • • • , A (n- 1)x), which is a homogenous polynomial 
of degree n, is not identically zero and has nontrivial solutions. The set of such solutions is a 
lower dimensional manifold, so that this solution set has Lebesgue measure 0. Let 
S = {z I det(z, Az , . . . ,A ( " - l )x )  = 0} , 
Suppose now that 
Then, as A --* 0 , 
f 0()~ 2) 
~(a,,) = 
t o(~) 
u = {~ I Ilxll = 1}.  
det(S(x)) ,,~ Ilxll "+1 . 
uEL / ,  u~,S  
uEb/MS 
using Cram6r's rule for matrix inversion. 
Now we have an example where the worst convergence rate is linear, but only along a set of 
measure 0, and if the trajectory of the iteration stays away from this set, the rate of convergence 
is quadratic. 
3. A QUASIMARTINGALE MODEL FOR THE EFFECT OF ERRORS 
Suppose that we have an iteration algorithm G: .4.---, ,4., .zt C_ ILn, for which 
IIa(x) - x*ll 
< { r< l  xEK: -K :o  
R xEK:o  , 
(3.1) 
where K: is compact, K: C .zt and x* E K: ; further, let 
, (x :0)  < 6 ,  (3.2) 
where p(.) is the Lebesgue measure. 
Suppose that we have a function U e R + ---* R + which is nondecreasing, concave and U(0) = 
0. Let g E 1~, ---* R1 be defined by V(.) = ~'([[. [D • 
We want to characterize the behaviour of the sequence U(xk - x*). Recall (see Ortega- 
Rheinboldt [6]) that the R-linear convergence is defined by 
l imsup{U(zk -  z*)} ilk < 1. 
k----* oo 
Using telescopic expansion and the arithmethic-geometric mean inequality 
{u(x , - ** )}  1/~ 1~ u(., - **) 
v(~0 ~*) < ~,_-1 u(-;S,_:::~) 
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Supposing the presence of random errors in the generation of the iteration points, the right 
hand side of above inequality is just in the appropriate form to derive a limit theorem. 
We introduce the sequence of random errors ~i ,i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and the sequence of a-fields 
-~=i , i  = 0, 1 ,2 . . .  , where ~i  is generated by ~0,~l ,""  ,~i • 
We make the following assumptions on ~i and -%'i, i = 0, 1, 2,-- .  : 
(i) P{G(zi) + ~i 6 ~co [ ~ri-1} <_ 6 for some 0 _< 6 < I. 
(ii) E{I U(G(xl) + ~i - x*) - u (a (z i )  - z*) ] I -T'i} _< e0 for some e0 > O. 
(iii) e~ <_ E{[U(zI+a - x*) /U(z l  - z*) - rt] 2 I ~r~-t} -< e2 for some 0 < el <~ ¢2. 
c<) 
(iv) ~ P{U(xi+I - x*)/U(xl  - x*) - rl > elv/i/2~/21oglog(ie~)} < oo. 
i=1 
Now we can state the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. With probability 1 
l m up { × ,1 <2,  
i=1 
where rl = r + R6 + So and e2 = max{r1, R - r l} satisfies (iii) . 
PROOF. 
E ( U(xi+t - x*) 
<_ E (E  [ U(G(x~ --x-'*) .T~-t) + 
1 
+ E (E { I v(a(x,) + - v(c(x,) - 
(3.3) 
then P(l imsup ]~ui/s, < ½) = 1, 
i---*oo 
and (iv). D 
Coro l la ry  3.2. If  the Qt -factor of the iterative sequence, equal to r, is less than 1 on 
/C - /Co, then under the assumptions of the theorem the Rl- factor of the convergence becomes 
rl instead of r on the whole set/C. This means that the convergence r mains linear with a slightly 
smaller 1%1 factor, even if the iteration may enter the unfavourable domain/Co .
s~ <_ i (R -  r l )  2. (3.4) 
theorem is that there exist -~'i-1 measurable random variables 
Ki < 1 and 
The crucial assumption of Stout's 
Ki , i  = 1,2, . . .  such that l imsup 
P(Yi < Kis i /ui)  -- 1, i=  1 ,2 , . . . .  (3.5) 
We prove (3.5) by means of the Borel-Cantelli lemma. If  
E p ]~ui/sl > < oo,  (3.6) 
i=1 
from which (3.5) follows directly. But (3.6) comes from (iii) 
We estimate the two terms on the right hand side of (3.3). The quotient in the first term is 
not greater than r on/C - /Co  and not greater than R on/Co . Since P(xi 6/Co I z i -1) < 6 , the 
first term on the right hand side of (3.3) is not greater than r + R6.  At the same time the second 
term on the right hand side of (3.3) is not greater than e0 because of (ii). Hence we established 
that the left hand side of (3.3) is not greater than rl = r + R6 + eo , and the statement on the 
choice of e2 is also immediate. 
We have found that U(xi+t - x*)/U(xi - x*) - rl is a supermaxtingale difference sequence 
with respect o ~'i-1 , i = 1,2,.--  . Now we can use Theorem 5.4.1. of Stout [7], which is a law 
of iterated logarithm for supermartingales. 
i 
2 Z(Yfl 35_t  ) Let us denote by 1~ , i = 1, 2 , . . .  , the supermartingale differences. Let s i = ~ I 
j= l  
2 = 2 log log s~ . and u i 
Evidently 
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PROOF. We choose s imply / ) ( t )  -- t. [] 
Coro l la ry  3.3. If  the i terat ive sequence has a Q- ra te  1/ r  on K: - /Co  which is greater than 1, 
then under the assumpt ions of the theorem the R- ra te  on the whole set K: becomes 1/ r l  , which 
is only sl ightly less. This  means that  the super l inear rate of the convergence is almost mainta ined 
on /C  even if the i terat ion may enter/Co . 
PROOF. We choose 0( t )  _---- -{ log( t )}  -1 . It can be easily proved that  the higher order con- 
vergence propert ies  of the sequence {[[xi - x*[[} at the rate 1 / r  are equivalent o the l inear 
convergence propert ies  of the sequence {hr([[xl - x*)} with the factor r. [] 
4. D ISCUSSION 
REMARK 4.1. Apar t  from the bounds on the magni tude of f luctuat ion,  we did not make any 
special  assumpt ion on the errors. They  may be dependent  and their d istr ibut ions may be of any 
kind when observing (i). 
REMARK 4.2. (i) can be satisfied e.g. if the d istr ibut ions of the errors are continuous. (3.2) is 
actual ly  not exploited; it serves rather  as a warning. 
REMARK 4.3. In order to make r l  close to r, ~ and e0 must be very small .  At  the same t ime 
(iv) can be general ly satisf ied only if el > 0 , which means that  the f lucutat ion of the errors must  
be neither "too l i tt le",  nor "too large". 
REMARK 4.4. We use (iv) instead of indiv idual  bounds on the variables U(x i+ l  - x* ) /U(x i  - x*)  
because in this way the variables may be unbounded,  thereby the errors may have e.g. normal  
d istr ibut ions.  
REMARK 4.5. Accelerat ion of the convergence of Newton's  method when the convergence is only 
l inear is a wel lknown problem. We can ment ion e.g. Decker, Kel ler and Kel ley [1], Decker and 
Kel ley [2], Kel ley and Suresh [4]. In all these works addit ional  assumpt ions on the higher order 
derivat ives of the basic funct ion are made. 
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